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Quintilian's Mucational Theories,
In order to obtain a more intelligent underatanding of the ed-
ucational theories of Quintilian, it will he necesnar^^ to consider
briefly thone earlier ideals upon which his system is based. Of the
Chinese, Indian and Egyptian forms of education little is knovm and
hence whatever effect they may have had upon latter system.s cannot be
traced. With the Jewish forn.s, we are som.ewhat more fam.iliar. In the
early history of the Jewish race, education was essentially domestic.
During the whole biblical period there is no trace of public schools,
at least for young pupils. Children were taught by their parents the
moral precepts and religious beliefs of the nation. The aim of this
teaching was to make them pious, virtuous, the faithful serva,nts of
Jehovah, capable of attaining the ideal traced by God hrmself in these
terms: "Ye shall be holy for I the Lord your God am. holy!"* To this
end their education v;a,s directed. These ideas were perfectly adapted
to the Jevvish temperam.ent but they were too narrow to exert any wide-
spread influence. To a na,tion that did not accept the religion of the
Jews, such a doctrine did. not appeal. Furtherm.ore , the spirit of the
Jews them.selves was jealous anCi exclusive. Anything of gentile origin
was -looked upon by them with com.tem-pt. They had. no desire to come in
contact with other peoples and to imipress upon them their individual-
ity.
For the germs of a broad and liberal science of education cap-
able of affecting all later system^s-, 7/e must, therefore , look else^
where. In the little peninsula of Kellas-, we find a people who by the
end of the fifth century before the Christian era had ca,refuliy wrouglt
out and developed a system the results of which were in every respect
* Liviticus XiX,
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ladmirable. The aubjectr, tau^^ht were few in number "but each servecl an
important and well-defined i^ur^one in the development of mental and
physical perfection. The branches in which instruction was first p_,lven
were gymnastics and music or the science of the Muses whcih included
also a preliminary trainin,^ in gramr.ar. Other subjects were added un- i
til the nuiP.ber reached seven which, under the names Trivium. and Quad-
rivium^, lasted until the close of the middle ages. The Trivium. includ-
ed gram.mar, rhetoric and philosophy or dialectics; while arithmetic',
geom.etry-, music and astronom.y com:posed the Quadriviumi. As preparatory
to these subjects, pupils were instructed in reading, v/riting and num-
bers. By a careful tra,ining of the ear and of the vocal orga.nS', an
ability to distinguish between accent and quantity was acquired which
we have comipletely lost. Greek pupils were thus enabled in their sub-
sequent study of Homer and the tragic poets to appreciate fully not
only the thought buL also the subtle m^usic and rhythm of the verse.
In num.bers also, they became very proficient and by the use of an
elabora-te system, of reckoning upon the fingers were able to com;pute 3,s
high as ten -chousand.
When boys reached the age of four-teen, more attention was giv-
en to a.thletics but the body was not developed at the expense of zhe
mind. The aim was symmetry; not great learning without physical vigor,
nor a m.agnificient physique v/ithout mental power. The exercises of the
not
palaestra were, intended to m^ake men professional athletes, but "Co m^ake
/S
their bodies beautiful. The Athenians recognized the fact that exces-
sive bodily training tends to brutalize the character. They saw a
practical exam.pl e of this in the case of the Spartans and for this
very rep.son rega.rded. them v/ith contemipt. In athletics-, as in many oth-
er phases of their private and national life-, the Athenians observed
the m.axim of Thucydides, "nothing to excess."
As gym.nastics were practiced to develop the body, so m:usic was
studied to regulate the soul. Plato, Ai'istotle and Aristophanes af-
firm, that m.usic is not only the gymnastic of the ear and voice but

3alr.o of the spirit and that it ip. the foundation of all higher life.
Plato in his Republic says: "The rhythir. and harirony of irusic find
their v/ay into the secret places of the scul, on which they n;i>7htily
fasten, bearing grace in their ircveirents and making graceful the soul
of hiir. who is rightly educated, or ungraceful if ilj -educated; and al-
so he who has this true education of the inner being will most shrewd-
ly perceive om.issions or faults in art or nature', and with a true
taste-, while he praises and rejoices over, and receives into his soul
the good-, and becomes noble and upright, will justly blam.e and hate
the bad now in the days of his youth, even before he is able to know
the reason of the thing; and when reason comes, he will recognize a,nd
salute her as a friend with whom his education has long m^ade him^ fa-
m.iliar.
In the Platonic system of philosophy, the years from twenty to
thirty were to be spent in military service and in a study of the sci-
ences, while the next five were to be devoted zo dialectics. This
branch of education was considere,; by the Greeks as "the science which
held the key oi all the rest; which carried back its hypotheses to the
very first principles of all in order to establish them firmjy; which
enabled m:an to define the essential form of the good-, abstracted from
everything else, and to travel to his conclusion without making one
false step in the train of thought."**
By this brief suimary, it is seen that the aim. of Greek educa-
tion was to m.ake m^an beautiful-, active, clever, receptive, emotional;
to stimiUla,te in him. a love of the abstract-, to arouse in him. the high-
est idea-ls, and to cause him to place the individual above all else.
Such a system produced the m.ost gifted and attractive nation of all
time-, but it failed to bring out those sterner qualities which m.odern
educators delight to call practical.
* Plato's Republic III, 401-2, Jowett*s Translation.
** Idem, Quoted from Oscar Browning's -Mucational Theories.

It reir.ained for a people on the banks o.t the Tiber to set up
a different ideal and then later in their hintory, v/hen this was found
wanting to supplenient it by and blend it with zne Greek synteir. The
ttoinan ideal in educa.tion dur-ing the early days of the Republic was a
development of the body not ir.erely that it Fdght be beautiful and
graceful, but that it might endure hardships in glorifying the Btate
and in crushing the enemies of Rome; a developm.ent of the mind not
that it might see in ideas the only reality, and on earth mere phan-
toFiS and shadows
,
but that it mdght grapple with questions -of law-, of
government, and of political principles; a development of the spirit
not that it should exalt the individual above all else, but that it
should mr.ke him subservient to the StaLe, ready if need be to sacri-
fice property, friends or life for the public welfare. Such was the
system of Cato the Censor, the champion of Roman simplicity, who in a
letter to his son said: "Believe me the Greeks are a good-for-nothing
and unimprovable race. If they disseminate their literature am.ong us-,
it will destroy everything; but still worse if they send their doctors
among us, for they have bound them.selves by an oath to kill the bar-
baria-ns a.nd the Romans," Though Cato him.self lea,rned the Greek lan-
guage in his old age , it did not change his opinion and a homo elegans
was ever to him. an object of abhorrence. This doctrine of education,
so cp.refully promiulgated and adhered to by the Rom.ans of the ep.rly
Republic, produced a sturdy indom.itable people whose armiS were des-
tined to conquer practically the whole kno'vm world; whose la.ws were to
be established throughout the Em.pire a,nd becom^e the source of all sub-
sequent jurisprudence; but a people lacking those aesthetic qualities
necessar^^ for the fullest developm.ent of man.
Such were the system.s of Greece and Rom.e, Each wa-s perfectly
adapted to the people by whom, it was devised; each wa.s strong in the
points wherein the other was weak; each had a definite aim distinct
with
from but not incom:patible the other. In fact these tyr;es cover prac-
tically the. whole range of education and all later system.s have been

5producecl by blendln^q', coirbining ancl modifying the aelf-cultiire of the
Greeks on the one hand ?.nd the self-sacrifice of the Romans on the
other.
The firr.t nuccer.sful attempt to fuse these two ideals was made
during the closing years of the first and the opening years of the
second centu::^y of the Eir.pire hy Marcus Fahius Quintilianus-, a Spania^rd
V7ho had com.e to Rome a,t an early age. His education was very thorough
and designed to fit hlrr. for public speaking, "out this practice he ex-
changed for teaching and for twenty years he Instructed the- children
of the m:Cst distinguished Rom:ans of his tim.e. After his retirement to
private life, he wrote his InstiLutes cf Oratory or Education of an
Orator. Though the title suggests a specialized work, it is really a '
broad treatise on the whole subject of education, applicPvble not only
to the profession of lav/ but to every calling in life. He begins with
the infa,nt and traces step by step the care and supervision which
should be exercised, in the development of mdnd a-nd body to their full- '
est possibilities. First he lays down the general principle that it is
as natural for the human mind to learn as it is for birds to fly,
horses to run, and wild bea^sts to show fierceness. Unteachable persons ji
are no more produced in the course of nature than persons marked by
deform.ity. There are different degrees of ability, som:e may accomiplish
more, some less but all ma,y gain something by study if properly di-
rected.
The first and by no mep.ns unimiportanL consideration in the ed-
ucation of a child is his environm.ents and associates in infancy. His
first acts of consciousness are to be guided aright and not left to
chance. Nothing is to be learned that he riust in -later life waste time
and energy in unlearning. Parents m.ust realize their full responsibil-
ity. They m.ust not, only exercise the greatest care in their owtj. con-
duct and speech but they m.ust entrust their child to no one who is
ignorant or imnr.oral. The choice of a nurse is, then, a question of
the greatest moment. It is from her that the child will learn his first li

6lessons. If r.he is ignorant, he; ir.ay learn fa,ultr, which will require
years to correct. TI she is iiriroral, tlie pernicious influence she ex-
ercises over him will be lasting. "Vve are by nature," Quintilian says',
"most tenacious of what we have imbibed in our* infant years; as a
flavor with which you scent vessels when new, remains in them; nor
can the colors of the wool, for which its plain whiteness has been ex-
changed, be effaced; and those very habits, which are of a miore objec-
tionable character, adhere with the greater tenacity; for Lhe good
ones are easily exchanged for the worse, but when will you change bad
ones into good?"* This truth, effectively expressed in the figurative
language of which Quintilian was so fond, has been recognized by all
subsequent educators. Strikingly simila^r are the words of Froebel-, the
great German teacher of the past century. In his Education of Man he
sa,ys: "In infancy the huma,n being absorbs and talies in only diversity
from without. For this reason even this first stage of development is
of the utmost importance for the present and later life of the human
being. It is highly important for man's present and later life that
he absorb nothing m.orbid, low, m.ean; nothing amjbiguous, nothing bad.
The looks, the countenances of attendants should-, therefore, be pure;
indeed every phase of his surroundings should be firm and sure, arous-
ing and stim.ulating confidence-, pure an-d clear; pure air, clear light
a clean roomi, however needy it may be in other respects, For, alas!
often the whole life of man is not sufficient to efface what he has
absorbed in childhood, the impressions of early youth, simply beca,use
his whole being, like a la^rge eye, as it were, was opened to them, and
wholly given up to them.. Often the hardest struggles of man with him-
self, and even the later most adverse and oppressive events in his
life, have their origin in this stage of development: for this reason
the care of the infant is so im.portant. "** Rousseau is still m.cre pro-
* Institutes of Oratory, I. 1, 5.
** Education of Ivlan, pages 22-24.

7ncunced than either Quintilican or. Fro e be 1. There nhould be no"hirelin2
nurserv, v/ho finding themselveB ir.otherr> of others* children for whom
the voice oi nature doer, not plead, feel no anxiety buL to rid thein-
selver, of their burxlen. The mothe:.- nhould care for her child. She is
the real nurse. Inhere there in no mother there can be no child. Their
duties are reciprocal; if they are badly fulfilled on the one side-,
they will be neglected on the other."-- Rousseau's is the loftier ideal
but iL would have been im:possible of attainir;ent among the Romans to
whom: Quintilian wrote. The social duties of the nobility at- Rom.e were
such that nurses were indispensable, Furtherm^cre , there were in every
household intelligent slaves more com^petent in many cases, no doubt,
to tal'.e charge of the children than were the m.others themselves, Quin-
tilian sought to form-ulate a system that would be practica-ble ; that
would appeal to those for whom it was intended and not repel them be-
cause of its ideality.
The next requisite, in the scheme of Quintilian, is the ped-
agogus whose duty it shall be to ha-ve supervision of the child at all
times. The choice of the pedagogus is of even greater im.portance than
that of the nurse, for it is in the com.pany of this man that the child
is to spend the greater p-rt of his time during that receptive stage
when the im:i:ressions he receives will affect his whole subsequent car-
reer. The pedagogus miUst "be moral and if possible a man of learning
but not puffed up on account of it; "for none are more pernicious than
those who, h::.ving gone some little beyond the first elements, clothe
themselves in a m.istaken persuasion of their ovm knowledge; and since
they disdain to yield to skilled instructors teach only their own
folly, "•"''» Here again Rousseau would say that there should be no ped-
agogus. "As the real nurse is the mother, " the real preceptor is the
father. He will be, better educated by a iudicious though ignorant
* Rousseau*'^ En:ile, pages 11--12.
Institutes of Oratory, I, 1. 8,
,

8fa.ther, thav. by the irost te?«cher in the world; f.or zeal will
r.uoh better nuri'ly the place oi" talent than talent the place of zeal.
A father v/hc coF.prehenclr. the fiLll price of a good tutor will decide to
do v/ithout one; for it requirer, more trouble to Be cure one than to be-
come one himself."*-
During this period that the nurse and pedagogus have charge of
the child, it is preferable that Greek be spoken in his presence and
that he learn this language first. He will of him:S elf learn to speak
Latin which is in general use. Not miany years, however, should be de-
voted to the exclusive use and study of Greek lest the pronunciation
of Latin be imraired and the foreign idioms become so firmly fixedm Latin
that tha^y affect the purity of the mother tongue. Instruction^should,
therefore, follow at no long interval. In this way the acquisition of
the two languages is possible. Neither will interfere with the other
and proficiency in both will be gained at the same time. Of this meth-
od of learning languages G. Marcel says: "Nature is our best guide. If
an infant be spoken to in a foreign tongue as frequently as in his nar-
tive tongue, he will become equally familiar with both. He might, in
this way, solely guided by nature, learn from the cradle two or three
languages without confounding them-, if brought into daily contact with
persons who spoke them in his presence, as is frequently the case in
the higher classes of society, in which children learn the use of sev-
eral la.n^uages. They have governesses of different countries-, who al-
ways address them each in her own language "** Exam.ples of the prac-
ticability 01 Quintilian's method of learning a language are afforded
by the children of foreigners who on coming to the United States at an
early age quickly learn to speak English with ease and fluency, while
their parents never become proficient in its use.
While the e.arlier years of a child's life should be devoted to
* Rousseau's Emile, pa.ges 15 and 17.
** Marcel's Study of Language-, page SO.

9acquiring facility in speaking Greek and Latin, noire attention may be
paid to other elements of learning, "Why should not that ar'e belong to
learning which already belongs to manners and morals?"* The child must
do something. What better can he do than learn to read? 'The ir.ind may
be stored v/ith useful facts that depend larr;ely upon memory which not
only exists in children, but is at that time of life even most tena^
cious. Not much can be accom.plished, to be sure, before the age of
seven, but whatever is done is clear gain. The only danger lies in the
fact that the child may conceive a dislike to study which will imipede
his progress in -later yea^rs. To obviate this danger, it is necessary
to make instruction not drudgery but a source of amusement to him; to
arouse his emulation by teaching another before him of whom, he is en-
vious; and to encourage his best efforts in every way without miaking
him. feel that he is under compulsion.
In learning to read-, each step m.ust be taken carefully and on-
ly when the child is prepared for it. The letters should be learned
not as a mere matter of m^emory .in their order without reference to
their form, but the name and the shape of the letter should be associ-
ated. This m.ay be accomiplished by the use of ivory letters or of let-
ters carved in wooden tablets. The latter will be serviceable also in
teaching the child to write, for by follow.ing the grooves with the
stilus his hand as well as his eye will be trained. The subject of
syllables is m;cre difficult but it r.ust not on this account be ne-
glected. VJhen familiarity with combina-ticns of letters is a-ttained,
words m.ay be form.cd fr-or syllables and phrases from words. There m:ust',
however be no haste in this m.atter, "for it is incredible how much
reading is retarded by haste. From: this source arise hesitation, in-
terruption and repet-ition as the child attempts m.ore than he can man-
age; and then after m:aking mistakes, he becom.es distrustful of what he
knows. Let reading, therefore, be at first sure, then continuous , and
* Institutes of Oratory, I, 1. 17.
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for a lone 'tine slow, until by exercise a correct quiclmens in gained*
In the two preceding paragraphs, we nec the gerr. of the idea
.
which har, given rlr-.e. to the modern Kindergarten. Quintilian p-aw the
ponnibility of utilizing the energy oi childhood by directing it
toward a definite object. He believe.-^ ar. did Froebel seventeen hundred
years later that children's activities;, amusements, occupations,- ev-
erything that goes by the name of play may be m.ade instruments for the
teacher's purpose; that play m.ay be transform.ed into work; and that
this work is education in the true sense of the term. His sviggestion
that a num.ber of boys be taught together, and his advocacy of public
schools which will be discussed in a subsequent paragraph, show that
he fully appreciated the advantage a child gains from: associating with
a"number of oi-her children of simdlar age as nearly his equals in pow-
er, capacity and scope, as individuality will permit; among whom he
finds nothing, inexplicable, unattaina,ble
,
unenjoyable; playmates-,
fellow-beings in em.bryc with whom he can assimilate, coalesce organic-
ally without giving up self."*--^- In his recomjr.endation of ivory lettetrs
and carved tablets, v/e see the hum.ble beginnings of Kinderga-rten ai>-
pliances. They correspond roughly to the seven gifts of FroebeL,
though they are not, to be sure, so elaborate nor ha-ve the purposes
which they serve been so ca,refully system.a,tized. The worsted balls of
different colors, the wooden spheres, cyninders-, and cubes bisected,
trisected and otherwise divided to iliustra.te va,rious plain a,nd solid
figures-, their properties and possible com^binations , were "che product
Froebel tells us of fifteen years of study. If a specialist devoted
so much of his time and thought to one phase of the subject of educa-
tion, we m;Ust not expect to find perfection in every detail of his
predecessor's general discussion of the theme.
Quintilian* s -method of learning the alphabet suggests the pho-
*• InstituLes of Ora,tory, I. 1, oli-oki,
Hailmian's -Law of Childhood, pages 57-53.
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netic method. The letters are not to be learned in their order in par-
rot fcishion but the name and the shape tire to be associated. F'roin this
it is but a step to associate v/ith the character the particula<r soiind
that it hns in the word in which it occurs. His directions for forming
syllables from letters and v/ords from syllables sounds somev/hat anti-
quated for an author v/ho, in so m.any other respects, is strikingly
modern. In teaching the syllable v/hich expresses no idea before the
word of which it forms a part, he has reversed the natural order. The
same mp.y be said of his method of teaching d.isconnected words without
reference to their function in the sentence.
A further objection may be mpxie that he placed too much emphar-
sis upon reading as the first step in acquiring Imowl edge. This is
not, hov/ever, surprising; for nature study v/hich constitutes so large
a part of the work of the Kindergarten had then no place in an educa-
tional system., "//hen m.en understood nature so imperfectly, they could
do no more thp.n point cut to children its beauties, not its lessons.
A ]mowledge of natural science was not a requisite of an educated m.an.
Of far greater importance was a.n appreciation of literature and, that
this might be as fullv developed as rossible, Quintilia.n believed that
should
the child^vaste no time in learning to read. Far in' advance of hsis
tim.e though he was, his views on some points were narrow. He was a
pioneer in the movement of education and could not grasp all the pos-
sibilities and limitations of the human mdnd. He appreciated only in
part that "education," as Froebel expresses it, "must lead the child,
m.ust lead the r.an to unification with life in all directions; it must
lead him to full untification in and with himself; it must lead him. to
full unification w.ith his ]:ind, with his neighbor, with society; it
must lead him to the greatest possible unification with na,turc and her
laws; it m.ust lead him; to an indissoluble unification with the princi-
ple of all being, the Alpha and Omega of all life — with God."* Yet
* Quoted from Hailm.an's Law of Childhood', page 14.

IZ
this phase oi' Quintiliari*s system is not to be too harnhly criticined
when it can be Baid of the achocls of the present day that "they sin
against the law of all-sided unification in their exclusive and over-
weening attenLion to intellectual pursuits , and in their pernicious
neglect and disregard of the physical and moral sides of the child's
nature; in the senseless haste with v/hich they introduce the child
into the arts of reading and writing, into abstract cirithiretic , and
numbers beyond the child's pov;er of concepcion; in their medieval wor-
ship of gram^mar; in their neglect of direct intercourse with nature
and with the study of her forms and laws; in their short-sighted faith
in written examinations, percentages and checks; in their wicked prac-
tice of entrusting the ca,re of the weakest and tenderest plants to the
unskilled hands of im.mature girls. If l,:r. Hailm.an is right in this
sweeping denunciation of the present school system.-, and in the miain he
undoubtedly is, Quintilian's methods for learning to read are not un-
like or inferior to those now emiployed.
When the Kindergarten age is passed and the child has reached
the age of six or seven, he is ready to apply himiself to learning in
earnest. The question at this time arises whether it is preferable to
keep him at homie under a private instructor or to send him. to a public
school. The objections, then as now, to public instruction were that
such a system, is pernicious to morals and that nox enough attention
is given to each pupil. These objections Quintilian has miet in a very
satisfactory manner. "Granted tha.t vice may be learned at school, are
the hom;es entirely free fromi evil influences? Parents enerva^te their
child even in the days of his infancy; they form his palate before
they form his pronunciation; they take delight in his immiddest acts
and utterances; they themselves set him evil exa.m;ples. The unfortimate
child learna these vices before he Ktlows that they are vices; and
hence •, rendered effem.ina,te and luxux'ious , he does not im.bibe immor-
* Hailm.an *s Law of Childhood.
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ality -troffi the school, but himnelf carrier, it inxo the Rchool."* If
his disposition is good, he will be in no more dan,fjer at school than
at home; if bad, seclusion from other boys of his- ovvTl age will not
save him.
Thci second objection, that of lacj-; of personal attention, is
shown to be equally groundless. It is not necessary nor is it possible
for a teacher to devote all his care to one pupil. There are times
when a pupil is engaged in writing, or -learning by heart, or thinking,
when the presence of a,ny person is a hindrance rather than a help to
him. A teacher then who has but one pupil will be idle much of the
time and will degenera-te into a mere pedagogus. In fact men, unless
inferior and conscious of their ovm inability will not consent to con-
fine themselves to one pupil. Eminent teachers think that they are
worthy of a larger audience and are inspired to their best efforts on-
ly when they have a numiber of boys under their charge. In many cases
instruction can be given to several at the same time without any extra
effort on the part of the teacher, "For his voice is not like a meal
which will not suffice for miore tha.n a certain numiber , but is like the
sun which diffuses the sam.e portion of light and heat to all, Thus
to the teacher it is a positive gain to have a num.ber of pur-ils under
his care, while it is in no wa,y detrim.ental to Lhem,
Not only is the school not detrimental to the pupil but from
it he derives positive advantages as well. He will gain miuch from in-
struction given to others. If .another is praised, it will be to him, a
stim.ulus; if censured, it will deter him. from that Imiproper conduct
for which punishm.ent was inflicted. The boy who is reared apa-rt from;
his fellows is apt to be abashed at the sight of m.en and to stuicble
when he undertakes to do in public what he has learned in solitude; or
he may become conceited, since he who com^pares him:self to no one else
will attribute m.uch co his own powers. Hours of play will be mere en-
* Institutes of Orcatory, I, 3,
Idem, I, 2, 14.
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joyable and beneficial if a nujr.bGr of boys of the same a^ie are associ-
ated, Kinds of aicusements can be devised for sharpening their v/its
which, while they serve as recreation, will be profitable. In their
play, too, ir.oral dispositions show themselves more plainly and any e~
vil tendencies can be corrected before they becore flrF:ly rooted in
the boys' natures, iV^^^in if boys are reared in seclusion, they will
not develop the communis sensus> the social instinct, which is as sab-
ered a bond as th'^.t which binds together "chose initiated in the sam^e
religious rites. They will l-mow nothing of the friendships formed at
school which continue even to old age. As an examjple of the practical
results of public schools, Quintilian cites the practice of his own
masters and the beneficial effects upon himself and his schoolmiates,
"The boys," he tells us, " were divided into classes according to
their ability in speaking; and thus each one stood in a higher place
to declaim, as he appeared to excel in r.roficiency . Judgments were
pronounced on the performances and great was the strife ?*m!ong us for
distinction. To take the lea-d of the class was by far the greatest
honor. Nor was sentence given on our merits only once; the thirtieth
day brought the vanquished an opportunity of contending again. Thus he
who was most successful did not relax his efforts, -while uneasiness
incited the unsuccessful to retrieve his honor. This method furnished
stronger incitem.ents to study, than the exhortations of preceptors-,
the watchfulness of pedagogl, or the wishes of parents."*
Ap-i.rt froin its bearing on the subject of public instruction,
the arguir:ent of Quintilia,n Just quoted is of interest as showing the
im^portant place speaking occupied in the training of Roman youths. No
other pha,se of education received greater attention thn,n declamation.
This was due largely to the fact that the -callings open to young men
required ability in public speaking. At the present time the great di-
versity of voccations, each with its own dem.ands for special training,
* Institutes of Oraucry, II. Z. ZZ-^b,
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maker, it iir.ponsible to bcntow as muoh tlire uyon npeaking as wan clone
by the Romns; yet it in to be ie^:,red that we have gone to the oppo-
site extreme and that a useful and pleading accoir.pl ishnent ir. sadly
alleges
neglected. An a reason for thin neglect. FxT, Murdoch that the study of
i
the dead langua>res has left no tiii^e to devote to .English, "There can i
be no doubt," he says, "that if but one half of the time were devoted
in our school and colleges to a proper study of our c-vn spoken tongue-,
in connection with an equal amount of training with regard to the
features of its written construction thrt is given to the dead lan-
guages, the practical proof of its capabilities as a vehicle of both
beauty and pov.er would soon exist in the artistic delivery as well as
in the ordinary speech of those who by such study had mastered a
knowledge of all its constituent elemients of expression."* k'r. Murdoch
in his antagonism- to -Latin and Greek has sought to make them the scape
goats and has forgotten that science, mechanics and m^any other sub-
jects, m.ust be^ir equal blam.e. Whatever the cause, the fact stilj. re-
mains that the number of m:en who are at hbme u]:on the rostrum is com-
paratively few. In OUT' college debates, each m:an prepares his speech
as far as possible with reference to his opponents case, yet with such
rigidity that if the other side offers a line of arguinent different
from that anticipated, the original plan m.ust, nevertheless, be car-
ried out. The debaters have, in other words, not become sufficiently
famJ.liar with public speaking to enable them, to thin.k when they are
before an audience. Thin defect would, no doubt, be rem.edied in great
pa.rt if more attention were given to speaking in the earlier training
of pupils.
In the public school, Quintilian would have the teacher a mian
o:; soimd judgm.ent and keen insight into character, that he' m.ay ascer-
tain with accuracy the capabilities of his pupils-; that he may restrai:t
those who a-re. ambitious beyond their powers; and stim.ula-te those who
* Murdoch's Plea for Mucation, page 1Z4,
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are indolent. "The chief r.yirrtor. of ability in children," Sc-yr. Quin-
tilian, "is irer.cry, of which the excellence ir, tv/o fold, to receive
with eane and to retain with fidelity. The next nymrtom is initation:
for thir. i?- cm indication of a teachable dispoRition, but with thir;
i:rovinion that it express merely what it i.s tau,^^ht, and not a person*B
manner walli, for instance, or whatever may be remarkable for de-
formity. The boy who shall make it his aim to raise a lau,gh by his
love of m.im:icry ,
: will afford me no hope of .c^ood- capacity. Frecccious-
ness is never desirable. There is no real power behind or that rests
on deeply fix^d roots. He is like seeds scattered upon the surface of
the ground- which shoot up prem.aturely ; and like grass that resembles
corn which .c^rows yellow with empty ears before the tire of the harvest.
His efforts f^ive pleasure as compared with his years; but his progress
com-es to a stand, P.nd our wonder diminishes."* The ideal pupil is one
who -learns easily V/h^rt is taught him, w'ho asks questions about some
things, but who follows rather than runs on before. He is stimulated
by praise, delighted by honor, and mortified by failure. Such a pupil
will be a ioy to his teacher and to govern-him. will Ccause no trouble
or anxiety.
All boys p.re not-, however, ideal pupils. What then shall be
the punishment of the indolent, the mischievous and the vicious? Upon
this point, Quinti.lian raises a question which has been discussed in
all its phases from his tir:e to the present dcay. Though he wrote at a
time W'hen corporal punishment was regarded necessary for the proper
training of children; when, as Juvenal tells us-, sleep was ir.pcssible
during the early m.orning hours because of the sound of m.asters beat-
ing their pupils, he expresses his disapproval of this custom in the
strongest terms. "That boys should suffer -corporal punishment," he
spys, "thoui^^h it be a, received custom and Chrysippus mialies no objec-
tion to it, I. by no means approve; first, because it a disgrace and a
* Institutes of Oratory, 1.2. 1-5.
,
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runinhirent for n laves, and in reality (as will "be evident if. ycu in-
af^inc the a^e changed) an affront; second, if a boy'f^ disrosltion is
so ab:;ec.t as not to be amended by reproof, he will be hardened, like
the worst of slaves, even by stripes: and lastly, if one who re^'^ulai^
ly exacts, hin tasks be wir.h hini, there will not be the least need of
any such chastiseiT:ent. At ]:resent, the negligence of the pedagogi
seeir.s to irade a-ends for in such a way that boys are not obliged to
do what is right, but are punished whenever they have not done it.
Besides, after ycu have coerced a boy with stripes, how will ycu treat
him when he is becoire a young man, to.V/hom such terror cannot be held
out, and by whom more difficult studies m^ust be pursued? Ad.d to these
considerations, that m^any things unpleasant to be mentioned, and like-
ly afterwards to cause shame, often happen to boys v;hen being whipped,:
under the influence of fear or pain: and that such sh^^me enervates the
mind-, and makes them shun peoples* sight an:^. feel a constant uneasi-
ness. If, however, there be too little care in cheesing governors and
tutors, I am ashamed to say how scandalously unworthy men may abuse
their privilege of punishing, and what opportun.ity the terror of the
unhappy children affords to others. I will not dwell upon this point;
what is alrea.dy understood is miore than enough. It .will be sufficient,
therefore-, tc intimate that no man should be allowed too much author^
ity over an age so weak and unable to resist ill-treatment."*
Although Quintilian has many followers at the present tim.e,
he is no doubt too em.phatic in his denunciation of corporal punish—
m.ent. Som.e of the best m^odern educators affirm: that it is m.cst effect-
ive and in no sense degrading tc pupils. In discussing this subiect,
Mr. RosenI-2?anz says: " This kind of punishment, ]:rcvided always that
it is not too often ad^'ini stered oi" with undue severity, is the kind-
est method of dealing with willful disobedience, with obstinate care-
lessness, or with a really perverted will-, so long and so often as the
higher perception is closed a,gainst appeal. The vie-,v which sees in the
* Institutes of
.
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rod the panacea tor all the teacher *n embaransrnents ir. reprehensible,
but equallj7 p,o iti the false sentimentality which assumes that the dig-
lity of huiranity is affected by a blov; given to a child, and confounds
self-conscious humanity v/ith child-humanity, to vvhich a blow is the
most natural form of reaction, v/hen all other forms of influence have i
failed,"* fhe Reverend G. Aliix V/ilkinson in a eulo:-?y of John Aeate,
head master of iCton from 1773 to 135£, v/armly expresses his approval
of his instructor's severe methods, "as n,te , " he says, "was a great
.scholar, an elegant poet, a capital teacher, and we m.ust not hold
lightly the man who has flogged half the ministers, secreta,ries , bish-
ops, generals and dukes of the present century. Flogging then, on the
whole, as v/e had it at Eton, by the head master alone, in whose mind
there could be no element of spite and consequent severity; and with
a few twigs of birch applied, as it still is, where iL is not pleasa,nt
but can do no real harm to any one, I do not hesitate to say I stand
up for, let tender inammias and squea-mish parents s"^ wha-t they will;
and I am quite sure from intercourse witr: my grandchildren and other
boys, that Lhey had ra.ther Lhe system be continued not, as in our
time
,
flogging for everything, but sLill flogging with certain re-
strictions, lhey like short, sharp and all over, be-tLer than extra a'D-
[
sences, -long lessons to learn by heart, or seventeen hundred lines to
write out."** Even Pestalozzi does not venture to assert that corporal
punishm.ent is inadmissible, but objects zo its application when the
teacher or the method is at fault and not the children.
In the plan mapped out by Quintilian, the first subject that
should receive attention under the public instructor is gram.m.ar, pro-
vided, of course, the pupils have gained a fair knowledge of reading and i
writing from their private Lucors before entering school. Here as in
their earlier education it is preferable that Greek be taught first.
It is the older and in a sense the model and foundation of Latin gram-
mar and hence should take precedence. At zhe very outset it is im.port-
* Kosenkranz' Philosophy of Education, page 41.
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ant that the pupils should master the details in grair;r.ar study. "Let
boys in the iirsL place learn to decline nouns and conjugate verbs!
i'or othenvise they will never arrive at an understanding ci what is to
follow; an admonition which it would be superfluous to give, were it
not that ircst teachers, through ostenLauious haste, begin where they
ought zc end, and while they wish to show oil their pupils in matters
of greater display, rerard their progress by attempting to shorten the
road. Case relations, parts oi speech, irregular nouns and verbs m.ust
be thoroughly learned or the pupils* subsequent work will be unsatis-
factory."*
i'here is the sam.c defect in Quintilian's method of gram.mar
study that was noted in his directions for learning to read. He has
oiice more reversed the natural process in that he would have the child
learn isolated words ana forms and then fit them together to express
ideas. He failed to comrprehend the fact that "in the school of nat^tire
the child never learns isolated words. It imows
,
understands, enounces
nothing but complete sentences, ^tiiach isolated word is an abstraction;
the child does not ccmprshend abstractions i It is by synthesis that
the huinan mind commences its growth. 'I'he faculty of analysis is the
fruit of age, of experience, of reflection, "^----^ Mr. .Laurie thinks that
the study of that phase of grami::ar, to which Quintilian*s directions
for learning declensions ana conjugations belong, should not De begun j
before the twelfth year, i'he knowledge which the child gains before
this age is mere hearsay. He may commit to memory rules ana defini-
tions but he will not assimilate what he has learned, ih.e abstract
and general m.ust always be taught through the concrete.
Quintilian aia not, however, believe in dealing wholly with
abstractions. His advice is to study all the writers of every class
for thoughts as well as for words and technical points. Homer and Ver-
gil are excellent authors 7/ith whom to beg in, for, while they serve
* Institutes of Oratory, I. 4. 22.
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as text books in the study of grairir.ar, the pupils in reading there are
exalted hy the sublii::ity oi the heroic verse and are iir.hued with the
noblest sentiments. The study oi tragedies ana lyrics is also beneii-
cial ii care is taken in the selection. Comedy, too, has its place but
only v/hen the pupils* irorals are out oi danger, for since it deals
with all sorLs oi characters and passions it is noL a fit subject for
those of a Lender age. l^rom a study of the old Latin authors zuch ben-
efit r.ay be derived, though ir.ost of them are stronger in genius than
in art. Especially do they furnish a copious supply of worciis. i'^rom
them may be gained purity and manliness which is not to be found in
the laLer writers. In lecturing upon the poets, the grammarian m.ust
attend to minor points. After taking a verse to pieces, he should re-
quire the parts to: be specified and the peculiarities of the feet not-
ed. Words that are barbarous, misapplied, or used contrary to the
rules of gramimar should be pointed out, not to disparage the poet (for
to^ license is granted) but to instruct the pupils in figurative lan-
guage. By this practice, they will learn in how m.any senses each word
m.ay be understood. "But let the tutor, above all things, irrpress upon
the minds on his pupils what merit there is in a just distribution of
parts* and a becoming treatment of subjects; what is well suited to
each character; what is to be commended in the thoughts, and v/hat in
the words; where diffuseness is appropriate and where contraction."*
Besides this historical references should be explained but so miuch at-
tention should not be given to them that the minds of the pupils will
be overburdened and no time be left for the consideration of more im-
portant matters
.
which
Language is, by no means, the only subject^ should receive the
attention of the gram^c^arian. It is under him that a broad foundation
must be laid upon which the rhetor may build. Astronomy m.ust be stud-
ied in order to appreciate the poets-, " for often they, allude to the
* Institutes of Oratory, I. 8. 17.
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rising and setoing ol' the atarn in marking the seasons. "-^^ Pupila
should also have a knowledge of philosophy, because in aldose eveiv
poem are numerous passages drawn from the most abstruse subtilties of
physical investign.tion. Music, too, is an essential to the study of
grammar which deals with meter and rhythm. To an orator, a l-oiowledge
01 music is especially valuable; "for music has tv/o kinds of measure,
the one in the sounds of the voice, the other in the mocions of the
body; and in both a cartain due regulation is required. Are not these
qualifications necessr.ry to an orator, Lhe one which relates, to ges-
ture, and the other to the inflections of the voice which in speaking
are very numerous? Such is undoubtedly the case, unless perchance it
is thought that a regular structure and Sr::ooth combination of words
are requisites only in poems and songs and are superfluous in m.aking a
speech; or that com.position and m.odulation are not lo be varied in
speaking, as in m^usic, according to Lhe nature of the subject. In ora-
tory the raising, lowering, or other inflections of the voice tend to
m:0ve the feelings of :he hearers; and we try to excite the indignation
of the Judges in one nodulation of phrase and voice, and their pity
in another,
Another subject the usefulness of which has - been questioned is
geom^etry. All admit thst the thinking powers are excited, the intel-
lect sharpened, and a quic-lmess of perception gained by a study of ge-
om.etry but they fancy Lhat it is not, like the other sciences, profit-
able after it has been acquired. This is the comj-.on bu'C errroneous o-
pinion respecting this branch of m.athematics. Not only is the orator at
tim^es to use calculations in boundaries and m.easures, but from a study
of geometry he learns order which is one of the prime requisites in eld
qucnce. "Geometry proves what follows from what precudes ana the un-
]mo\m from the Imo-An; and in spealdng we draw simalar conclusions. "**•**
* InstiLutes of Orai-cry, I. 4. 4,
Idem, I. 10. 2,Z-Z5,
Idem, I. 10. 37.
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Geometry often, moreover, by demonstration proves what in apparently
true to be false. If stuclents of oratory have learned this method of
procedure, it vvill in many cases he helpful to them in rebutting a2>-
guments of opponents.
Quintilian then goes on thrcu,i,h the list of studies at that
tire in the curriculum and shews that each is cf^^^^^^i^Q to the stu-
dent and that a young m.an cannot reach perfection in his chosen voca-
tion without them. He thus shows him.se If in favor of a broad founda-
tion, even if the student is to adopt a specialized calling. In de-
fending his position he says: "It is a common question whether, suppos-
ing all these things are to be learned', they can be taught and acquirer
at the same time: for some deny that it is possible-, as the mind must
be wearied and confused by so m.any studies of different tendencies for
which neither the understanding, nor the body, nor time itself can
suffice: and even though m.ature age may endure such labor, yet that of
childhood ought not to be thus burdened. But these reasoners do not
understand how great the power of the human mind is; that mind which
is so busy and active, and which directs its attention, so to speak,
to every qua.rter, so that it cannot confine itself to do only one
thing, but bestows its force upon several, not merely in the same day
but at the same mom^ent. Variety, too, refreshes and recruits the m.ind,
while on the contrary nothing is mere annoying than to continue at one
uniform labor. Accordingly v/riting is relieved by reading, and the te-
ilium of reading itself by a change of subject. However m.any things we
have done, we are yet, -co a certain degree fresh for that we are going
to begin. Who would not be stupified, if he v/ere to listen to the same
teacher of any art , whatever it might be
,
through the whole day? Ought
,ve to attend to the teacher of grammar only, and then to the teacher
Df gcom.etry only, and cease t,o thinl: during the se.cond course of what
l|We learned in the first? While we are studying Latin, ought we to pay
no attention to Greek"/ Or .to make an end of my question at once, ought
we to nothing but what com.es -last before us? < Assuredly net, for it is

or?
iTiuch easier to clo many Lhings one cifter another, than to clo one thing
for a long tir.e.
vhere can be no doubt that change oi ri^v\ in nchool in advan-
tageous. The interrurtiens give opportunities ior recreation, v/hile the
subjects themselves do not all require an equal effort of attention
and an equal expenditure of energy. After a difficult lesson, an easy
task will afford a.n opportunity for a partial recovery fron: the fa-
tigue previously produced. The change of work, therefore, must not be
F^erely a change of subject, or even a change of occupaLicn, but a
change in the difficulty of -che task. "Change is recreation," says
Richter. This doctrine must not, however, be carried too far, for
there are -cimes when change of em,ployment is not recreation. "Vihen ac-
tual f.atigue has spread gradually over the whole frame, and wc are
tired oUt for one thing ;ve a,re tirel out for other things also; so
that rest, wich sleep too, perhaps, becomes necessary before we can
recover our buoyancy cand enter upon new work, "•='"®
That Quint ilian overestimated the ability of young pupils to
resist icatigue may be inferred from what he says on this point. "No
age," he affirm.s, "suffers less from fai-igue. This m.ay seem strange,
but ir. is proved by experience. Minds, before they are hardened, are
more ready to learn; as is shown by the fact that children, within two
years after they can fairly pronounce words, speak alm.ost the whole
language; but for how m.any years does the La,tin tongue resist the ef-
forts of our purchased si.a.ves! The tem:per of boys is better able to
bear labor than that of men; for, as neither the falls of children,
which
with they are so often throv.n to t,he ground, nor their constant play,
and running hither and thither, incom/enience their bodies as m.uch as
those of adults, because they are of little weight, and no burden to
themselves, but m.erely yield themselves to -others,
.Modern investigation hcis shown this theory of Ouintilian*s
* Institutes of Oratory, I. 1-7.
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to be absolutolj^ erroneour. . By a carei'ul series oi" experinentn, Herr
Kraepelin hp.n proved thn.t, a3.thou:ih with aiiu.ltn the tracer, oi' tedious-
nesr, and ennui were clearly seen, they were not accompanied by any
material decrear.e of wor^-:in0 ener.qy. It har, been further shown that
the effects of abnormal fatir;ue are m.uch more serious upon the srov,—
in.5 body than upon the adult. "Practice makes easier and no doubt re-
duces the attendant fatigue."* Hence it follows th;)-t the adult who has
^•ained strength Lhrou:7h practice is not subiect to the dangers that
beset the youthful beginner. Griesbach in Muhlhaus en, Alsace, examined
a larqe number of children at various periods of the day both during
the vacation and the re.r^ular school year. He found that the variations
due to faLi^ue in a single d?-y during vacation v/ere considerable but
that they vrere less than one half as great as during a day at school.
He showed further that at no tine of day during the school year were
many of the pupils entirely free from the symptoms of fatigue. The re-
cuperation during the night and at the noonday recess was considerable
but not complete. From this he has drawn the conclusion that m.any pu-
pils have not sufficient rest to enable them to begin the day's work
in a normal condition of freshness. He found also that the fatigue ef-
fects from the purely technical activities requiring no great m.uscu-
lar effort were very slight. For this reason manual activity may with
profit be introduced into schools as recreation to relieve mental work
which is the m.ost exhausting of all. Dr. Bergerstein observed with
care and accuracy the effects of one hour's m.ental occupation, as in-
dicated by the mistakes made. The principal tests were in addition and
m.ultiplication of figures. He came to the conclusion that the working
po'wer rises and falls during the time of an ordinary recitation, and
that it is not w^ell to let lessons last longer than three quarters
of an hour; advising to interrupt the continuation of lessons by
pauses of about a quarter of an hour, so as to have the children's
* f-iraepelin, I'lducational i.eview, I.:arch lo<jo.

brain rested, the body luoved, and the school-room air chan.^ed."*
Up to thip. point guintilian*i^ dincur,f;ion has been concerned
with probleina in teaching and government v^hich arise while the pupil
is stili imder the gramraticus or intermediate teacher, vi/hen he has
completed this course, he is ready for the rhetor or teacher of rhet-
oric whose duty it will be to fit him primarily for the calling of an
orator, 'ihi? age at which boys should be sent to the rhetor depends,
wholly upon the progress they have m;ade, "The question v/hen should
boys be sent to the teacher of rhetoric is best decided by the answer,
when they are qualified. They need not, however, when coiTim.itted to
the professor of rhetoric be wholly withdrawn from the teacher of
gramjrar. Their labor will not be increased but that which was con-
founded under one m.a,ster will be divided, and each tutor will be mere
proficient in his own province. Thus :vuintilian enters a plea for gpt-
cialists. Though he favored breadth in education, he saw that however
broa:i the teacher might be, he would not be equally strong in every
department of work; -that there would be some study which would appeal
most strongly to him; and that into this subject he would put his best
efforts, A pupil then under two instructors, each eminent in his o;^ni
field, has greater advantages than if he were entrusted to a single
instructor who teacher every subject in the curriculum.
In choosing 'a rhetor, parent and guardians frequently Fiake the
mistake of sending boys to a man of moderate ability with the notion
Lhat such a master is not only better adapted for beginning instruc-
tion, but easier of comprehension ana imitation, as well as less dis-
dainful of undertaking the trouble of the elemients. This idea is whol-
ly falacious for not only is less accomplished by the inferior rhetor
but many faults are also inculcated which miust be eradicated by future
teachers. The task of correcting these faults is heavier than that of
teaching at first. "A story is told of Timotheus,- a famyous instructor
in ^laying the flute, that he was accustomed to ask as miuch more pay
* Warner's Btudy of Children, pages 226-:ii57,
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iroT: those v/hoir. another had taught ar> iroir. thor,e who presented theiT>-
selver, to him in a state oi total ignorance."* By this illustration,
Quintiiian shvows that he had no rlace in his syr^tem ior novices and
blunderers. His demand was always ior the best teachers irrespective
01 the a:^e and abilities oi the pupils entrusted to their charge. "If
he is an able teacher," he says, "he will Imow each step that is ne-
cessary to tav-e in order to reach eminence and will be able to r^uide
his pupils over every difiiculty. He will Imow the best methods
oi
teachins which is a matter oi r-rert importance. As well might it be
supposed that Phidias who made Jupiter well could not have wrought the
accessory decorations as skilliully as anor/ner oi inferior powers;
or
that an em.inent physician m^ay be unable to cure trilling diseases.
On
the Uher hand, instruction given by Lhe most learned is far more.
2asy CO understand. The less capable a teacher is, the m.ore
obscure
he will be."*'-^
fhe rhetor must, then, be a man of the broadest education;
but
he must be more than this. He m^ust be an example of the
strictest mor-
ality. His duties will be only half performed if he
attend merely to
developing the mencal powers of his pupils. He must also
regulate and
disciT:line their conduct. "Let him," says Quirltilian, "above
all
thincrs adopt the feeling of a parent toward his pupils, and
consider
that^e succeeds to the place of those by whom the children
were en-
trusted to him. Let him neither have vices in himself
nor tolerate
Lhem in others. Let hi. austerity not be stern, nor
his affability be
too easy, lest dislike arise from the one, or contempt
from the other.
Let him discourse frequently upon what is good, for
the oftener he ad-
monishes, the more seldom will he have to chastise.
Let him not be of
an angry temper, and yet not a conniver at what
ought to be - crrrected.
Let him be ::iain in his mode of teaching, and
patient of labor, but
rathe- diH-cnt in -exacting tasks than fond of giving
thein of exces^
» Institutes of Oratory, II. P..
Idem, 11. Z.

r.ivG length. Lot him reply ren.clily to thcr,e who put questions to hiir:
ana question oi his own accord those who do not. In comirjending the ex-
ercises oi his pupils, let him be neither ni.-'gardly nor lavish; for
the one quality begets dislii^e oi labor, and the other self- compla-
cency. In amending what requires correction, let him not be harsh, and
least of all, not reproachful; for thnL very circumstance, that some
tutors blame as if they hated, deters many young men from their pro-
posed course of study. Let him every d.ay say something which th? pu-
pils m.ay carry away with them., for though he may point out to them* in
their course of reading plenty of examples for their imi"GaLion, yet
the living voice as it is called feeds the mind more nutriLiously , and
especially Lhe voice of the te= cher, whom his pupils if they are
rightly instructed both love and reverence , "--^
Never has .the character of a-n ideal teacher been m.ore ca-reful-
ly delineated. Quintili^m saw clearly the duties and iLhe responsibil-
ities th't a teacher must assume; he understOvOd perfectly what a teach-'
er m.ust be and how he must conduct himself in order to be a teacher in
the true sense of the word; he recognized fully the noble characLer of
the Le/iCher'^^^ ];rofession. Of the teacher* s influence, Cardinal Gibbon
says: "O'he pupil's character is almiost unconsciously formed after the
miodel of his instructor. The impression produced on the youthful mind,
by the tutor's examiple, has been camxpared to letters cut in the bark
of a young tree which deepen and broaden with time. It is certainly
a deplorable fact thst so many instructors of the present day do noth-
ing more th>n impart instruction and neglect the broader sphere of de-
veloping noble character; that they spend so much of their time in
original research and in producing something of literary value that
they have none left to do more than pour a. few facts into their pupils
at the regular class periods. President John itaymond in ansv.er to the
* Institutes of Oratory, II. 4-3.
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query, " ./hy Aon't you wTite something?" replied, "liecause my entire
strength goer, in daily n:inistration to my educational children."-
ciurely the reward oi nuch labor will be .:ireater thin a,ny literary
farce. In speai-inr? of the relation of the instructor to Lhe pupil, Mr.
Ganfield sayr, : 'M have koown inci.nately the facultier, of at least
four u'iivorsities
,
during the quarter of a century given to education-
al endeavor; an:i ha.ve noted with constant: and increasing anxiety the
small n;jinher of graduates who on returning to their alma ma-ter seek
out their onetine instructors with the eagerness and wa-rmth.of feel-
ing which mark the recognition of close and friendly relations. The
occupant of one chair — one only I — whose students of even twenty
yearr?* standing still trusted and loved him, still came to him in pe2>-
son for counsel or for approbation, still a-sked all m.anner of favors
of him. with a confidence born of all these years of glad acquiescence
and service — this man was regarded as a phenomenon, an anomaly, and
as not altogether above suspicicii as to his methods."*^ This criticism
applies with equal force to teachers in general,-— to those of the
grade school and of the high school, as well as to instructors in un-
iversities. Despite these facts, trustees and school boards seem to
give little attention to any qualification except acholarship in se-
curing teachers. In the North Central Association qf Colleges and Sec-
ondary Schools, the question was once asked plainly and directly: "How
many of the college presidents now on the floor have made their first
enquiry about new men, that respecting their actual and positive povr-
er in the school room.?" Qf the fifteen college pres-idents who were in
attendance-, every one confessed tho.t he had not asked,' "Can he teach?"
as the test question: not one had m.ade the possession of this power
the determining factor, .hat Quintilian plead for so earnestly is
still needed,— a teacher who is more than a machine; a teacher who
* .-'Educational iteview, Cecem.ber 1900.
Idem,
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by hifi kindness and painstaking attention enooura.qer, the ber.t that
there is in his pupils and does not stunt and warp then: in trying to
make theii: conforiTi to certain dogmatic principles.
•The subjects upon\Quintilian v/ould have the rhetor palace the
greatest emphasis are declamation and com.position. They are indespen-
sible to an orator and no one without careful training in them can
hope to succeed in this calling. This was especially true the time
Quintilian wrote. There was not then the opportunity for lavr/ers to
act merely as counsel an:^. to delegate to others the duty of. pleading
the case. The practice of law consisted almiost wholly of forensic
speaking.
In their declamations, it is not desirable that pupils confine
themselves wholly to their own productions. It is, in fact, better to
comim-it lc heart select passages from historians and orators. "From
such sourses, they will acquire an abundance of the best words, phras as
i
and figures, not sought for the occasion, bux offering themselves
spontaneously, as it were, from a store treasured v/ithin. To this is
added the power of quoting the happy expressions of any author, which
is agreeable in coramm conversation, and useful in pleading; for
phrases which are not coined for the sake of the case in hand have the
greater weight, and often gain us more applause than if they were our
own."* The writers who should be read by beginners are xhose whose
style is clearest and m:Ost intelligible. Livy is in this respect su-
perior to callus t, Lhough the latter is the greater historian. In
their reading, however, the pupils should be warned against imitating
too closely the style of any particular auLhor or age. If they
follow
Cato, their productions will be dry and unimaginative. If on
the other
hand' they take as their models the later writers, they
are apt to be
come too fond of flowery language and affectation. The
auLhors of
everv time should be "studied, their good qualities
imitated, and theiij
Institutes of Oratory, il. 7.

faults rejected, dmh study will oonLribute more lo lIig ir.i:rGveu.e;iL of
purilr, than all the treatises the rhetoricians have ever V/Titten.
It is the practice of sd'ne rhetors, in assi;_'ning subjects for
coinpositions , to f^ive detailed directions and to discuss fully the
points they wish brought out, before they require their pupils to
v/rite. Others give only the bare outline and, after the composition has
been finished, pg over it and show wherein it is at fault. "Of these
two i^ethods, " uuintilian says, "the forr.er is preferable if it should
be necessary to follow only one. It will be of ^^reater service to
point out the right way first, than to recall froir their errors those
who have gone astray; first, because to the subsequent eir.endation they
merely listen, but the preliminary discussion they carry to their med-
itation and composition; and secondly, because they more willingly at-
tend to one who gives directions than to one who finds fault."* The
two methods should be united and used whenever occasion requires. In
the case of beginners, it is best to give full directions concerning
the work that is to be done, but later only a general outline will be
necessary. If too much aid is given, they 77ill form the bad habit of
following the lead of others and will lose all capacity of attem.pt-
ing or producing anything of themselves. It will be the duty of the
rhetor to study the capabilities of each pupil and to determine what
directions he needs and what . subjects are best adapted to his talents.
The subjects assigned to pupils for composition may, at Lhe
beginning, be of a m^ythological nature, such as the lolz imd P^nmu-iun
or The Egeria of Numa which serve to stim.ulate • the inventive
powers
and develop the imagination. Next essays on illustrious
characters
may be required. rJuch themes serve a double purpose.
They are not on-
ly exercises in comrosii:ion, but in writing of
great men«pupils will
be attracted by their noble traits and will look to their lives as ex-
amples p.nd models. "Or,her and more difficult subjects should be treated
* Institutes of Oratory, li. 6. 2—^'t.
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by the pupilr. as r.oon ar, they arc. prepared for them, r>uch as questions
of morality, politics and sociology. This practice should be contin-
ued until they arc able to v'v"rite on a ^reat variety oi subjects. Their
style may, and indeed ou-;ht to be at the outset, !';ore ornate than
ivould bo desirable in later life, "The remedy for exuberance is easy,
barrenness is incurable by any labor."* Another consideration in the
choice of subjects is, that as far as posr^ible they be along lines
similar zo those v/hich pupils will meet when they becom.e m.en and en-
gage in actual life. "They who think that the whole exercise of de-
claiming iB altogether different from forensic pleading, do not even
see the reason for which that exercise was instituted. ?or, if it is
no preparation for the forum, it is Jierely like theatrical ostentation
or insane raving. To what purpose is it to instruct a judge who has
no existence? To strtc: a erase that all Imow to be fictitious? To bring
proofs of a point on which no man will pronounce S'-^ntence? It is mere
trifling u.nles.^ we are preparing ourselves, by imJ.tation of battle,
for serious contests and a regular field. In like m.anner sines declam.ar-
tion is an ir;itation of real pleading and deliberation it ought close-
ly to resemble reality.
Quintilian's directions for composition are very interesting
in vie;-; of the great stress that is now placed, upon the cibility to
write correct Jinglish with ease. In the paragraph on the selection of
subjects, he recognizes the principle that the imagination of the pu-
pils m.ust be stimulated: that they must take an interest in their work
or their com.positions will be lifeless words; and that they must write
because they have som;ething t-o say and not m.erely to fill three 02?
four pages of theme paper. He believed that com.position should meian
more than correct paragraphing, punctuation, capitalization and spel-
ing, in other v/ords. he believed that it must possess vitality. Kr. Sam.uel
* Institutes of Oratory, II, 4. 6.
Idem, II. 10. 7-3.
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Thurber in cliacussin,-. the present ir.ethods of teaching English says:
"Iina.qlne a prisoner conclemnecl to \.vritn eaoh clay a coinposition of so
rcany pages, this composition never to be read, but to go each night
into the warden's v/aste-basket ana. you have alir.ost exactly the case
01 the school boy in the hands oi the ilnglish teacher. In the same
article, llr. ihurbor maizes the statement that "composition teaching in
cur schools is Lmpotent ii ic fail to provide two prime conditions,
—
a well furnishea mind conscious of having something to say, an:l a lis-
tening or reading public xo v/hich this something may be said with the
hoT^e of giving pleasure. "* That these two conditions may be supplied,
Mr. Thurber would have the teacher study his pupils individually and
r^ive to each a subject of his ovm for thought and research, showing
the r^ossibilitios of this or that theme, encouraging
each to explore
a certain field so as to fiad something worth telling to
which the
rest may listen. The second requisite is supplied by the
class and the
larger this is the better since it is to serve as the audience.
As an
inducement to careful worK a p«.rticularly good composition
may be
printed in the school paper, or read from the platform. The
end and
aim of a composition exercise should always be publication,
and a lis-
tening audience should be contemplated from the outset.
Qui-^tilian's further treatment of the subject of education is
of a character too minute- and technical to adm.it of a detailed discus-
sion.. In the first two books, which have been m.ade the basis of this
thesis, he covers practically the whole ground of general education.
The latter part of his wcr}^. deals with the subject of oratory in all
its details. Bool^is three to twelve treat of the origin and history of
oratory, its division into deliberative, judicial, and panegyrical;
the method of procedure in each case; the .arrangements of the various
rarts; the kinds of proof to be em.ployed; the nature of refutation;
the ends to be attained; and counties:- other points covering every
* irJchool iieview, January 1397.
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phase of the suh.loct. The minutiae becoii^e weariRoire and it in even a
question whether hin directions respecting; irinor points are practical.
He seeiTiS to have lost sight ox the ultiinate object in his multitude of
details.
Ouintilian*s systeir is thus seen to be broad, elaborate and
exhaustive. It provides for every sta^^e in the development of the
moral, mental and physical powers; it leaves nothin^l to chance; it
aims at nothing less than perfection in every detail; it is a plea for
a broad and Bym:retrical culture, not for one-sided intellectuality.
That the author should have treated the subject of education only in
its bearing upon forensic speaking is natural. Law was practically the
one calling open to Lhe youthful Rom.ans of his tine. The other two oc-
cupations which had held honorable places in the early Republic were
no longer attractive. Blaves had displaced the independent farmer and
mercenary hirelings had taken the place of the Roman soldiers. The
forum was, therefore, the goal of all ambitious young men and a sys-
tem of education which fitted them for this vocation was am.ple to meet
every need. The discoveries and inventions of later centuries have ex-
tended the sphere of toov/ledge and m.ade imperative the dem.and for
specialists, but for every calling the teachings of Quintilian have
some value, rie has laid a broad and sure foundation upon which sul>-
sequent educators have built. In r.any particulars, they have changed
his design; they have amplified and em:bellished certain parts; they
have remiodelled or rem:Oved others; but they have not changed the es-
sential character of the work.
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